INDONESIA TOKEN
iNA PAPER

iNA - PALM - RICE THINGS
We move with 5 tokens which we call "Panca Token".
The five tokens have interrelated philosophies. iNA is
described as a country, PALM is a commodity that
supports the economy and RICE is a source of food that
supports life. GROP is a representative of the groopis
platform, a social crypto and NFT marketplace platform.
TAXIE is representative of the Taxie Platform, a ride
hailing platform. Each token, we created with unique
properties.
iNA is designed to be owned by everyone.
PALM is designed for those who want to have
something special.
RICE is designed as a must-have once you have iNA or
PALM.
GROP is designed for support groopis project.
TAXIE is designed is designed for Taxie project.
We are a team from Indonesia and want the world to
know us as something that can complement their lives.
We want everyone to have us as a part of their life, there
are no borders, race, color, language or anything.
www.inatoken.com

TOKENOMICS
iNA
5 % iNA Reward for Holders
5 % Auto Liquidity
1.000.000.000.000.000 Total Supply
30% Profit of project for buy back distribution to users.
Burn : 35 % at first
Dev : 7%
Marketing : 5%
Charity : 5%
Private Sale : 8%
Presale : 10%
Airdrop1: 0.01%
Public Point Reward : 9.99%
Public Offer : 29.99%

PALM
8 % sell tax : 5% Reward for all Holders, 3% liquidity
1.000.000.000 Total Supply
30% Profit of project for buy back distribution to users.
Burn : 35 % at first
Dev : 7%
Marketing : 5%
Charity : 5%
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Private Sale : 8%
Presale : 10%
Airdrop1: 0.01%
Public Offer : 29.99%

RICE
8 % Rice Reward for Holders
5 % Auto Liquidity
1.000.000.000.000 Total Supply
10% Profit of project for buy back
30% Profit of project for buy back distribution to users.
Burn : 35 % at first
Dev : 7%
Marketing : 5%
Charity : 5%
Private Sale : 8%
Presale : 10%
Airdrop1: 0.01%
Public Offer : 29.99%
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GROP
8 % sell tax : 5% Reward for all Holders, 3% liquidity
1.000.000.000 Total Supply
30% Profit of project for buy back distribution to users.
Burn : 35 % at first
Dev : 7%
Marketing : 5%
Charity : 5%
Private Sale : 8%
Presale : 10%
Airdrop1: 0.01%
Public Offer : 29.99%

TAXIE
8 % sell tax : 5% Reward for all Holders, 3% liquidity
1.000.000.000 Total Supply
30% Profit of project for buy back distribution to users.
Burn : 35 % at first
Dev : 7%
Marketing : 5%
Charity : 5%
Private Sale : 8%
Presale : 10%
Airdrop1: 0.01%
Public Offer : 29.99%
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ROADMAP
STAGE 1
Project Planning & Creation, Burn & Fair Launch,
Website Launch
STAGE 2
5.000 telegram member, 5.000 Holder
STAGE 3
Token Listing (CoinMarketCap, Coingekco)
STAGE 4
Launch Taxie APP
STAGE 5
Launch Groopis
STAGE 6
Launch iNA Swalayan
STAGE 7
Manage 100 Ha Palm Oil Farm
STAGE 8
iNARIUM Chain Start developt
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Feature Project
iNA Taxie Project

Taxie is an online transportation platform that serves
ride-hailing, food delivery, logistics delivery and
payments. We plan to launch Taxie in the 2nd quarter of
2022. Taxie's target market is cities in Indonesia.
Why did we choose Indonesia? Indonesia has a large
market. This year, the value of the ride-hailing market
share in Indonesia is estimated at $3.7 billion. This
figure is projected to continue to increase to reach a
minimum of $14 billion in 2025.
Although there are already two big companies that have
dominated the ride-hailing market, the Indonesian
market still has room for new entrants, and we are
optimistic that we can have a role in this business.
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The following business plan for the Taxie platform
includes benefits for the platform and users. Simply put,
the platform provides ride-hailing applications for
business partners and users. services offered such as
Taxie Car, Taxie Bike, Food Delivery, Logistics and
payment. Users get points for every money that has
been spent and points can be exchanged for iNA
Tokens. We will buy back iNA tokens to stock reward
points for users who will exchange their points for iNA
Tokens. This is our strategy to build the iNA Crypto
community and create added value to the iNA market
price.
Platform Benefit
- Fee from user order
- Third -party advertising
Users Benefit
- Meet the needs of the services offered
- Reward points and can be converted into iNA
Tokens.
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iNA Groopis Project
iNA Groopis Project is a social networking platform that
has a marketplace feature for users. We hope that this
uniqueness can have more value in being involved in
the Indonesian e-commerce business. We have set up a
groopis platform at https://groopis.com
Indonesian people's shopping behavior has changed
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic has made
many people afraid or trying to reduce going out of the
house. This is more or less forcing many people to start
shopping online (online).
E-Commerce has controlled about 20 percent of the
Indonesian retail market share. This market share is
higher than the United States (15 %), Denmark (19.1%),
Norway (17.6%) based on eMarketer data. Momentum
Works' research also found that the Gross Merchandise
Value (GMV) of Indonesian e-commerce reached USD
40.1 billion.
We want to take this Opportunity through the iNA
Groopis Project.
The following business plan for the Taxie platform
includes benefits for the platform and users. We want to
build a DeFi social Community and NFT Marketplace
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with Groopis. The interesting thing for these users is that
they will get points when doing social media activities on
the groopis platform, the points earned can be
converted to iNA Tokens. We will always buy back iNA
Tokens for stock reward points to groopis users.
Platform Benefit
- Pro member
- Third -party advertising
- NFT Marketplace Fee
Users Benefit
- Reward points and can be converted into iNA
Tokens.
- Trade in Groopis NFT Marketplace
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iNA Reward points distribution plan for each
Taxie, Groopis and iNA Swalayan.
iNA Price

10k Users

100k Users

1m Users

> 2m Users

<$0.000000001

1 P = 1 iNA

3 P = 1 iNA

10 P = 1 iNA

50 P = 1 iNA

< $0.0000001

10 P = 1 iNA

30 P = 1 iNA

100 P = 1 iNA

500 P = 1 iNA

< $0.00001

100 P = 1 iNA

300 P = 1 iNA

1000 P = 10
iNA

5000 P = 1 iNA

< $0.01

1000 P = 1 iNA

3000 P = 1 iNA

10000 P = 100
iNA

50000 P = 100
iNA

<= $1

10000 P = 1
iNA

30000 P = 1
iNA

100000 P = 20
iNA

500000 P = 30
iNA
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Secondary Project
iNA Swalayan Project
iNA Swalayan is a project engaged in consumer good
retail. Project iNA Swalayan operates in Indonesia. The
shopping behavior of the Indonesian people has
changed along with the development of the modern
market. Indonesia with a population of 252 million
inhabitants, 50% of whom are of childbearing age, is the
most potential market in Southeast Asia. Indonesia’s
GDP per capita of US $ 3,500 exceeds the competitors
in Asean countries such as the Philippines and Vietnam.
The number of households in Indonesia with an annual
budget of around US $ 5,000 to US $ 15,000 is
estimated to expand from 36% at present to 58% in
2020. More than 60 million low-income people are
projected to join the middle class in the coming decade,
and boosting demand for the consumer is getting
stronger. Total market consumer goods industry in
Indonesia in 2030 was estimated at US $ 810 billion.
We will start the iNA Swalayan Project with one
Convenience store unit with a service range of 10 Km /
30,000 people. The development is planned by adding 5
more Convenience stores in the 3rd year.
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Platform Benefit
- Margin of selling price
- Third -party advertising
Users Benefit
- Reward points and can be converted into iNA
Tokens.
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iNA Oil Palm Plantation Project

iNA Oil Palm Plantation Project is a plantation project
with oil palm commodities. Oil palm is a plant that will
bear fruit after 3 years of planting and a total age of 25
years. The harvest period is 2 times every month and
the amount of harvest is between 15-25 tons per year
per hectare. We currently manage 24 hectares of oil
palm plantations in Sumatra. And plans to develop up to
100 hectares in the next 5 years.
Indonesia and Malaysia are the leaders of the world's
palm oil market share by producing 85 percent of the
global supply. Indonesia has the largest oil palm
plantations in the world with more than 700 oil palm
plantations being developed throughout Indonesia.
Indonesia's palm oil market share in the European
Union remains the largest, reaching 47%.
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More than 50 percent of the world's vegetable oil needs
come from palm oil. Meanwhile, 50 percent of the
world's other vegetable oils come from sunflower,
soybean, coconut, peanut and cottonseed oils.
$PALM token is the icon that represents this project. We
are committed to 10% profit from the harvest and will
buy back $iNA, $PALM and $RICE.
One of our missions in the iNA Palm Oil Plantation
project is to improve the environmental impact of the
reduced forest area, by providing land for the
development of flora and fauna and making it a tourist
and educational object. In this area will be built : safari
track, laboratory and lodging camp will be built.
Platform Benefit
- Yields Farm
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iNARIUM CHAIN

iNARIUM
This is our vision, building a blockchain, which is
cheaper, faster, more functional.
At this time we cannot provide information about
iNARIUM. We will update the information when we are
ready to introduce iNARIUM to you.
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